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DUSH RESINA 2604 - TRANSPARENT
                        RESIN
DESCRIPTION
DUSH RESINA 2604 is the perfect solution as a transparent resin. Its main use is 
in travertine stone. Its application is good for other natural stones like marble 
and granite. It has the ability to be pigmented and can be matched to any 
shade of the marble as it has the polyester pigment as its main component.

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE
Clean the surface of natural stone of all dust and dirt.

Surface should be completely dried.

Take required quantity of ‘resin’ and add ‘1% to 3% catalyst’ 
depending on usage conditions. 

Mix the two components well and apply to get a perfect surface. 

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

5 Kg
25 Kg

Transparent Marble & Granite

Multi-surface polish and finishers

DUSH RESINA 1610 - CRYSTAL RESIN
DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH RESINA 1610 is a crystal resin for filling and repairing of marble, granite 
and natural stone.

DushDush Resina 1610 a compound made of unsaturated polyester Orth phthalic 
modified resin condensed with standard glycol and pre-accelerated with 
hardener.The preparation has good characteristics of chemical mechanical 
resistance, brightness and stability after hardening. The Dush Resina 1610 is 
used for stuccoing and gluing of marble slabs, stones, agglomerated, traver-
tine and so on. It can also be diluted with monomer styrene (5% - 10% in 
weight in the compound) in order to improve the spreading and impregna-
tion on the marble surface. Further quantity of styrene can be added only 
upon a trial application, since some characteristics of the preparation can 
be affected. Colouring pastes or similar pigments slightly affecting the colour 
toning of the preparation can also be added.

Clean the surface of stone of all dust and dirt and make it completely dry.

Take required quantity of ‘resin’ and add ‘1% to 3% catalyst’ 
depending on usage conditions.  

Mix the two components well.

Apply the mixture on the joints and holes to get a perfect surface. 

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

5 Kg
25 Kg

Crystal Marble & Granite
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DUSH BIANCO MASTICI  - CRYSTAL 
                             EPOXY ADHESIVE

DESCRIPTION
DUSH BIANCO MASTICI is the appropriate gluing solution created for 
clear white marble. This high grade gel is well known for its color 
matching to marble and makes joint very invisible for a longer dura-
tion. Marbles surface come alive after its applications.  

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE
Clean the surface by removing all dust and dirt.

Make a fine paste by mixing components marked ‘A’ and ‘B’ on 100:50 ratio. 

Apply immediately on the surface and allow 3-4 hours for drying.

Continue further process.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

2.250 Kg Set Crystal Clear Marble

Multi-surface polish and finishers

DUSH EPO-GEL - CLEAR EPOXY ADHESIVE

DUSH EPO-GEL is highly recommended for bringing pristine quality to 
the white marble installation. It is a solvent free dual component ad-
hesive for joints & holes, due to its high-quality binding power it makes 
joints water proof, and doesn't turn its color.

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE
Clean the surface by removing all dust and dirt.

Make a fine paste by mixing components marked ‘A’ and ‘B’ on 100:50 ratio. 

Apply immediately on the surface and allow 3-4 hours for drying.

Continue further process.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

2.250 Kg Set Crystal Marble
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DUSH ARENA DUO - PU ADHESIVE
DESCRIPTION
DUSH ARENA DUO is two-component adhesive. This adhesive is recommend-
ed for high level adhesion between Marble – Granite – Natural Stone to 
wood, plywood, glass & metal surface. Special feature of this adhesive is 
easy  to use, makes work faster and gives a neat job. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

Do not spread adhesive more than 1 sqm at a time, Install the stone on 
spread bed and continue further area.
 
Apply the mixed adhesive combination to the required depth (between 2 
-8mm) using a suitable trowel. 

Press the tiles gently into position with a slight twisting action, checking          
periodically that good contact is maintained with the back of each tile. 
TilesTiles to be fixed within 15 minutes of adhesive being applied, depending on 
the porosity of the surface and atmospheric conditions. 

Leave adequate joints between individual wall and floor tiles. 

Clean off surplus adhesive from the tile & joints.

Part A- 8 Kg
Part B- 2 Kg

White Marble, Granite & 
Natural stones

Multi-surface polish and finishers

DUSH EPOXY GROUT DH-10 

DUSH EPOXY GROUT DH-10 is a special formulation for grouting floors & walls 
of vitrified-ceramic tiles, natural stone tiles,& mosaic. The grouting between 
tile is require to give the desire shade & color to joints, also protect joints from  
dust & stain. Epoxy Grout DH-10 also works as water proof agent for the joints, 
it stops dampness, leakage from joints. It is recommended in to tile joints for 
gap between  3 to 10mm for floor & walls.

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE
Clean the surface by removing all dust and dirt. 

Blend ‘Resin A’ and ‘Hardener B’ in a ratio of 2.5:1 to a uniform consistency.

Add ‘Filler Powder C’ to the mixture to form a paste.

Apply on the cracks and holes on the surface for a perfect finish.

Allow sufficient time for drying.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

5.5 Kg 40 Colors
( Refer Color Chart)

Vitrified & Ceramic tiles
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DUSH BCC 0815 4+1 - INVISIBLE EPOXY 
DESCRIPTION
DUSH BCC 0815 is exclusively meant for white shades of marble stone. The 
Epoxy system is known for its low viscosity and self-leveling characteristics. It 
is a transparent sealant that is a ready made adhesive for filling tiny holes. 
It is capable of enhancing the overall   appearance of the surface of a 
natural stone.  

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE
Clean the surface by removing all dust and dirt.

Mix the two components Epoxy and Hardener in 100(Epoxy):25(Hardner) 
ratio.

Apply the mixture on the cleaned surface with putty blade thoroughly to fill 
cracks and pin holes. 

Allow it to dry for 24 hours and continue with next steps.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

5 Kg Set

1.250 Kg Set

White Marble

Multi-surface polish and finishers

DUSH SPN 1650 2 +1  - EPOXY FOR 
                          GENERAL PURPOSE

DUSH SPN1650  is the best filling adhesive and sealant made from a dual 
component epoxy system mainly recommended for beige & light shades of 
grey marble. The product acts as a protective layer against UV rays despite 
being transparent. Professionals use it to fill air cracks and pin holes. It keeps 
the stone from staining and ensures the polish remains on the surface.  

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE
Clean the marble surface by removing all dust and dirt.

Mix the two components Epoxy and Hardener in 100(Resin):50(Hardner) 
ratio.

Apply the mixture on the cleaned surface with putty blade thoroughly to fill 
cracks and pin holes. 

Allow it to dry for 24 hours and continue with next steps.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

3 Kg Set Transparent Marble & Granite
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DUSH BCR 4+1
DESCRIPTION
DUSH BCR 4+1 This product works on medium to dark color of marble stone. 
The Epoxy system is known for its low viscosity and self-leveling characteristics. 
It is a transparent sealant that is a readymade adhesive for filling tiny holes. It 
is capable of enhancing the overall appearance of the surface of a natural 
stone.   

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE
Clean the surface by removing all dust and dirt.

Mix the two components Epoxy and Hardener in 100(Epoxy):25(Hardner) 
ratio.

Apply the mixture on the cleaned surface with putty blade thoroughly to fill 
cracks and pin holes. 

Allow it to dry for 24 hours and continue with next steps.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

5 Kg Set

1.250 Kg Set

White Marble

Multi-surface polish and finishers

DUSH BCR 601 4+1

DUSH BCR 601 is exclusively meant for lighter shades of marble stone. The 
Epoxy system is known for its low viscosity and self-leveling characteristics. It is 
a transparent sealant that is a ready made adhesive for filling tiny holes. It is 
capable of enhancing the overall appearance of the surface of a natural 
stone.   

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE
Clean the surface by removing all dust and dirt.

Mix the two components Epoxy and Hardener in 100(Epoxy):25(Hardner) 
ratio.

Apply the mixture on the cleaned surface with putty blade thoroughly to fill 
cracks and pin holes. 

Allow it to dry for 24 hours and continue with next steps.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1.250 Kg Set

5 Kg Set

White Marble
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DUSH MAGNA SEAL - SOLVENT BASED GRADE
                         PRE TREATMENT SEALER

DESCRIPTION
DUSH MAGNA SEAL  is a water repellent with low viscosity based on     silanic 
oligomers mixed with hydro carbonic solvents; this product deeply pen-
etrates stone materials and all absorbent building materials, such as Marble, 
Granite, Terracotta, Natural stones, Travertine,    Agglomerates, Concrete. 
MAGNA SEAL is solely for all side application before  installation, in internal 
and external area which reduces rising damp thus inhibiting formation of 
saline surface efflorescence. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

Surface must be clean and completely dry. 

Apply undiluted product on all six sides with paintbrush, cotton cloth, 
mop or low-pressure sprayer on surface evenly.

Use the right quantity that the material that can be absorbed            
naturally.

AfterAfter 15-20 minutes of application wipe off the excess with an              
absorbent cloth. 

Repeat second coat as per porosity of the stone.

1 Ltr. Clear Marble & Granite

Multi-surface polish and finishers

DUSH DU SAFE  - WATER BASED REAR SIDE
                   PROTECTION SEALER

DUSH DU SAFE  is a water based back side sealer, It is to be applied before the 
marble installtion on back side of the marble, It is a product which protects 
stone from back side to stop dampness due to rising of salts. It also helps in to 
better adhesion between marble & mortar.

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE
Clean the surface by removing all dust and dirt.

Apply the undiluted product on the back of the tile or materials and let it dry 
for some time.

Repeat second coat as per porosity of the stone.

Lay the marble after second coat dries.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1 Ltr. Clear Marble & Granite
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DUSH WETLOOK SILK  - COLOR ENHANCER 
                           SEALER

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

DUSH WETLOOK SILK  is the ideal product to develop an intense and long last-
ing wet effect and to emphasize the veins and the natural color of any kind 
of porous stone such as marble, Granite and natural stone. 

DUSH  Wet look Silk is a solvent based product aimed to protect natural 
stones surfaces from water and dirt penetration, frost damage and to stop 
calcareous efflorescence. Wet look Silk makes surface UV resistant, stain resis-
tant, water and dirt resistant.

Surface must be clean, dry and free from traces of any substance. 

Apply with paintbrush, cotton cloth, or low-pressure sprayer on surface evenly. 

Allow the material absorb the product as per natural porosity of the stone. 

Wipe off the excess product with an absorbent cloth. 

Do not walk on the treated surface, preferably for 24 hours, but for at least 5-6 hours. 

1000 ml Clear Granite & Marble

Multi-surface polish and finishers

DUSH HIDRO SST - ALL SIX SIDE SEALER
DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH HIDRO SST is a versatile product suitable to be used as sealer for all six 
side of the Marble, it gives protection against rising humidity and salt. It is 
highly recommended when installing floor materials that require a high per-
formance protection from rising humidity and salt, which will eventually 
damage unprotected stone surfaces. 

Dush  HIDRO SST is a high performance back side sealer for the protection of 
polished or rough marble, granite and natural stone, especially for the very 
soft, delicate & luxury stones, Its specific ecological formulation allows the 
product to be applied to all six sides, which guarantees a durable surface 
protection from water, dirt and oil/grease based substances. Compatible on 
humid or damp surfaces, therefore saving time during application process.

Surface must be clean and completely dry. 

Apply undiluted product on all six sides with paintbrush, cotton cloth, mop or low-pres-
sure sprayer on surface evenly.

Use the right quantity that the material that can be absorbed 
naturally.

After 15-20 minutes of application wipe off the excess with an 
absorbent cloth. 

Repeat second coat as per porosity of the stone.

Let it dry for 24 hours and proceed with laying. 

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1000 ml Clear Marble, Granite & 
Natural stones
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DUSH DU SPOT OFF  - TOP SIDE WATER BASED
                        SEALER

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH DU SPOT OFF   is a water-based water and oil-repellent sealer, it is an 
one-component product for medium and high porosity surface; conserva-
tive product for depth and surface; non-filmogenic treatment, it belongs to 
the new generation of water-based fluorolegants with anti-dust properties; it 
penetrates deeply into building materials, protecting them from the absorp-
tion of water, leaving the materials completely breathable. The product re-
duces greatly the absorption of liquid, oily or fatty substances, and does not 
alter normally the natural appearance of terracotta and natural stones, 
making the cleaning simpler.

The natural stone surface to be treated must be clean, dry and absorbent 
cloth.

It is recommended to test the product on a small area for desired result. 

Do not use on wet, humid or outdoor material in case of expected rains.

Apply the product on the surface and let the material absorb the product 
according to its natural porosity; rub gently to aid impregnation.

After 30 to 45 minutes remove excess of product from the surface.

Avoid using the surface preferably for 24 hours but not less than 6 hours.  Avoid using the surface preferably for 24 hours but not less than 6 hours.  

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1 Ltr.
Clear Marble, Granite &

Natural stones

Multi-surface polish and finishers

DUSH WET SEAL  - COLOR ENHANCEMENT
                    SEALER FOR NATURAL 
                    STONES

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH WET SEAL is the ideal product to develop an intense and  long-lasting 
wet effect and to emphasize the veins and the natural colors of any kind of 
porous stone such as marble, granite and natural stone.

Surface must be clean, dry and free from traces of any substance. 

Apply with paintbrush, cotton cloth, or low-pressure sprayer on surface 
evenly. 

Allow the material absorb the product as per natural porosity of the stone. 

Wipe off the excess product with an absorbent cloth. 

DoDo not walk on the treated surface, preferably for 24 hours, but for at least 5-6 
hours. 

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1000 ml Clear Marble, Granite &
Natural stones
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DUSH PROTEK + - TOP SIDE SOLVENT SEALER
                    FOR WHITE MARBLE

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

DUSH PROTEK +  is a DIY product, It is highly recommended for areas such as 
bathrooms, kitchen counter tops, table tops. It protects the surface from tea, 
coffee, hot water stains. It works by impregnation and does not form any 
layer on the surface and does not alter the polish and color of the surface. It 
is the finest solution to protect all types of White marble. It can be applied to 
both polished or natural surfaces.

Surface should be clean dry and dust free. 

Spread the product, with a cotton cloth, paint brush/pad or low-pressure 
sprayer on the surface evenly 

After 15 to 20 minutes from the application, remove the excess product from 
the surface. 

RepeatRepeat the application 2 -3 times depending on the absorption  capacity of 
the stone.

Avoid walking on the treated surface for 24 hours. 

1000 ml Clear Marble, Granite & 
Natural stones

DUSH BONITA  - PROTECTIVE SEALER FOR MARBLE
DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

DUSH BONITA  is a sealer, developed and optimized for surface protection of 
marble, granite and natural stones, this sealer prevents the penetration of 
the liquids of oily and watery character without any change to the natural 
appearance of the treated material. It also strongly binds the surface 
against stains.

Surface should be clean, dry and dust free. 

Spread the product, with a cotton cloth, paint brush/pad or low-pressure 
sprayer on the surface evenly. 

After 15 to 20 minutes from the application, remove the excess product 
from the surface. 

RepeatRepeat the application 2-3 times depending on the absorption capacity of 
the stone.

Avoid walking on the treated surface for 24 hours. 

1000 ml Clear Marble, Granite &
Natural stones

Multi-surface polish and finishers
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DUSH NITRO GLOW - HEAVY DUTY CLEANER
DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH NITRO GLOW   is a heavy-duty cleaner to remove all kind of concrete 
dirt accumulated during the construction on granite and natural stone. This 
product can also be used to clean the old buildings, façade etc. This cleans 
the granite without damaging, it can be used on polished or flamed             
surface.

Apply diluted or undiluted product on surface depending on the density of 
the accumulated dirt.

Let the product work   for 15 - 20 minutes, scrub with a brush and rinse           
thoroughly with clean water till every trace of product is eliminated.

Apply an impregnator/protecting product, if needed.
 

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1 Ltr. Clear Granite & Natural stones

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1 Ltr. Clear Granite

DUSH OXI FRESH  - CLEANING SYSTEM FOR 
                       GRANITE

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH OXI FRESH   is a cleaner of acidic properties, it removes calcareous 
layers and other mineral deposits. It works excellently in removing the con-
struction yard dirt and saline encrustations. It helps in better penetration of 
the protecting sealers by opening the penetrability of the material.

Apply diluted or undiluted product on surface depending on the density of 
the accumulated dirt.

Let the product work   for 15 - 20 minutes, scrub with a brush and rinse           
thoroughly with clean water till every trace of product is eliminated.

Apply an impregnator/protecting product, if needed.

Multi-surface polish and finishers
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DUSH ALKA CLEANER - ALKALINE BASE 
                           CLEANER

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH ALKA CLEANER  is a very deeply concentrated cleaner for intense 
cleaning of oils, grease and other tough stains from marble, granite, natural 
stones, tiles, and terracotta. Does not alter the gloss of the marble. It is very 
suitable for cleaning of environmental dirt like black layers, smog from walls. 
It is extremely easy to rinse due to lack of foam.

Apply the diluted product to surface and let the product work.

Rub the surface with mop brush and rinse thoroughly with clean water till all 
traces of the product are removed, especially, if an impregnator/protecting 
product is to be applied on the surface. 

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1 Ltr. Clear Marble & Granite

DUSH SPARKLE PHASE - GENERAL PURPOSE
                            CLEANER

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH SPARKLE PHASE   is highly recommended for daily maintenance of 
marble, does not contain any harsh cleaning substances, it makes a thin 
protective layer which helps brightens the surface and helps in subsequent 
maintenance along with protecting the sheen. Just mix 2-3 caps of solution 
in half bucket of water and use as a normal floor cleaner.

Use 3-4 capful in half a bucket of water (4 litres).

Gently mop the surface. No need to rinse.

Kitchen Surfaces: Use undiluted. Apply on dirty area, leave for 
10 minutes and rinse.

Safe on all surfaces: Marble Granite, Ceramic etc.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1 Ltr. Clear Marble & Granite

Multi-surface polish and finishers
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DUSH STAIN-EX - MARBLE STAIN REMOVER
DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH STAIN-EX   is specifically developed to remove the yellowish stains re-
sulting due to reaction of the other elements like wood, ink and food items 
into the marble. It is usually required to remove stains yellow stains on marble 
near door frames and bathroom.

Apply undiluted product on stain area.

Cover with a transparent plastic sealed by masking tape.

Allow it to works 24 hours. In normal conditions it can be used on polished sur-
face.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1 Ltr. Clear Marble

DUSH DURUX  - GRANITE RUST REMOVER

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1 Ltr. Clear Granite

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH DURUX  is a rust remover specifically invented to remove yellowish 
stains resulting due to oxidation of the elements into the material or into the 
formation of any kind of material. It should be used to remove yellow rust 
from all types of granite.

Apply the product on the surface using a paintbrush and let it work for 30 min-
utes to 3 hours depending on the fading of the stain.

Rinse the surface with clean water thoroughly.

Careful rinsing is important when the treatment will follow the  application of 
a protective or impregnating product.

Multi-surface polish and finishers
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DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

DUSH WONDER LINK  is a premium densifier for marble, granite and other 
stones. It is specially formulated to treat stone porosity; as a result it protects 
stone from all kind of dirt, rust, dampness & stains. It helps to give stone a     
desired level of hardness, also protects natural color of the stone for a longer 
period, it works by penetrating in to the stone to seal micro fissures and helps 
to give a long durable gloss with stain free effect.

DUSH WONDER LINK 

Surface should be clean, dry and dust free. Product should be used undiluted 
on the surface, spread the product by using the wiper and let the surface 
completely absorb the solution.

SinceSince the porosity of the marble is at the maximum level at grinding stage, this 
product should be applied repetitively until it stops penetrating into the 
marble. It treats all micro holes and fissures which eventually helps the marble 
achieve the finest gloss possible. The result is the floor that is more durable, 
easier to clean, and more resistant to damage from water and mild chemi-
cals.

Main advantages of this product are:
Easy to apply
Suitable for all types of marble
Eco friendly product devoid of any harmful chemicals
Protection against stains
Treated surface is denser and more durable

20 Ltr. Clear Marble

Multi-surface polish and finishers

DUSH GLAZE CHEM

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

DUSH GLAZE CHEM is a high grade special formula developed for beige and 
other dark color marble to protect marble from dirt, dampness, patches, and 
stains. It helps to cover porosity of marble on maximum and makes stone 
harder, It also enhances its natural color. It does not allow Marble to look 
fade with the time and heavy usage. DUSH Glaze Chem is a product with a 
specific formula which allow to penetrate deeper in to the Marble and treat 
porosity at maximum which results in very high sheen for long term.

Surface should be clean, dry and dust free. 

Product should be used undiluted on the surface, spread the product by 
using the wiper and let the surface completely absorb the solution.

SinceSince the porosity of the marble is at the maximum level at grinding stage, this 
product should be applied repetitively until it stops penetrating into the 
marble. It treats all micro holes and fissures which eventually helps the marble 
achieve the finest gloss possible. The result is the floor that is more durable, 
easier to clean, and more           resistant to damage from water and mild 
chemicals.

20 Ltr. Clear Marble
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DUSH FABIO 40   
DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH FABIO 40   is a nano technology-based formula developed for very high 
porosity marble, to protect marble from dirt, dampness, patches and stains. 
It helps to cover porosity of marble on maximum and makes stone harder 
also enhance its natural color and gloss. It does not allow marble to look fade 
with the time and heavy usage. It works by penetrating in to marble and seals 
micro fissures and provides very high gloss.

Surface should be clean, dry and dust free. Product should be used undiluted 
on the surface, spread the product by using the wiper and let the surface 
completely absorb the solution.

SinceSince the porosity of the marble is at the maximum level at grinding stage, this 
product should be applied repetitively until it stops penetrating into the 
marble. It treats all micro holes and fissures which eventually helps the marble 
achieve the finest gloss possible. The result is the floor that is more durable, 
easier to clean, and more resistant to damage from water and mild chemi-
cals.

Main advantages of this product are:
Easy to apply
Suitable for all types of marble
Eco friendly product devoid of any harmful chemicals
Protection against stains
Treated surface is denser and more durable

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

20 Ltr Clear Marble

Multi-surface polish and finishers

DUSH BIANCO WONDER
DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH BIANCO WONDER is a nano technology-based formula developed for 
very high porosity marble, to protect marble from dirt, dampness, patches 
and stains. It helps to cover porosity of marble on maximum and makes stone 
harder also enhance its natural color and gloss. It does not allow marble to 
look fade with the time and heavy usage. It works by penetrating in to 
marble and seals micro fissures and make stone harder with high gloss.

Surface should be clean, dry and dust free.  Product should be used undi-
luted on the surface, spread the product by using the wiper and let the sur-
face completely absorb the solution.

Since the porosity of the marble is at the maximum level at grinding stage, this 
product should be applied repetitively until it stops penetrating into the 
marble. It treats all micro holes and fissures which eventually helps the marble 
achieve the finest gloss possible. The result is the floor that is more durable, 
easier to clean, and more resistant to damage from water and mild chemi-
cals.

Main advantages of this product are:
Easy to apply
Suitable for all types of marble
Eco friendly product devoid of any harmful chemicals
Protection against stains
Treated surface is denser and more durable

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

20 Ltr. Clear Marble
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DUSH YELLOW POWDER  

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH YELLOW POWDER  This product is in powder form, is recommended for 
polishing of marble. Since this product is made by use of high-quality abra-
sives, an excellent polish is imminent. As this powder is free from chemical 
polish ingredients, it does not leave any acidic marks on the surface. This 
powder contains abrasive substances which helps to cover even smallest of 
imperfections on the surface.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1 Kg. Yellow Marble & Granite

Carefully clean the surface and remove any kind of the dirt. Apply 20 to 40 
grams of product per square meter (about 1-2 tablespoons) and dampen 
the area by spraying the water till it obtain a texture of creamy consistency.

Buff the milky/creamy texture with continuous and constant motion by using 
the traditional polish machine or single buff machine. Work 2-3 square meters 
time by time for a more homogeneous polishing.

FrictionFriction will cause the water evaporation, spray water to maintain product 
creamy.

With the drying, the surface becomes shining. 

Verify the glossy effect and repeat if necessary.

Multi-surface polish and finishers

DUSH LIQUID CERA - LIQUID WAX

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH LIQUID CERA is high quality polished product to give extra gloss to 
marble. It is a specially formulated product to give long term gloss to the     
surface and does not form extra layer on the surface. 

Spread DUSH LIQUID CERA on the surface by means of a cloth. 

After a few minutes buff with floor machine using a fine pad, steel wool pad 
or with a soft and dry cloth. 

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

1 Ltr. Clear Marble & Granite
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DUSH LUXEX - EDGE POLISH TREATMENT

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

DUSH LUXEX is designed to polish the difficult areas like Corners, Edges and 
areas which cant be polish with traditional polishing machines. This is suitable 
for all kinds of marble and acts as a water repellent also. Penetrates well in 
the surface for the long-lasting shine. 

Clean the surface of all dust, dirt and moisture. 

Using a brush, apply an even layer of LUX ONE on the surface.

Porous surface of the natural stone may need more than ONE coat to get     
desired result. 

Wait a few minutes before polishing with a pad or a cloth for a good gloss 
finish. 

200 ml Clear Marble & Granite

Multi-surface polish and finishers

DUSH GLOSSO POWDER

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH GLOSSO POWDER i is specially formulated product with thin grain size 
circulation which helps to achieve a finest polish on the Marble maintaining 
the hardness of the stone and leaving a long-lasting shine. This product is free 
from hazardous substances which makes it totally safe for human health and 
does not leave any burning marks on the used surface. This product is also 
recommended to restore lost sheen of marble in hotels, malls, all commercial 
and residential complexes

Carefully clean the surface and remove any kind of the dirt. Apply 20 to 40 
grams of product per square meter (about 1-2 tablespoons) and dampen 
the area by spraying the water till it obtain a texture of creamy consistency.

Buff the milky/creamy texture with continuous and constant motion by using 
the traditional polish machine or single buff machine. Work 2-3 square meters 
time by time for a more homogeneous polishing.

FrictionFriction will cause the water evaporation, spray water to maintain product 
creamy.

With the drying, the surface becomes shining. 

Verify the glossy effect and repeat if necessary.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

500 Gms. Green Marble
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DUSH BAC-150 - POLISHING POWDER
DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

DUSH BAC-150  is a polishing powder made with natural resins with exception-
ally fine micro grains helps the surface achieve long-lasting and consistent 
shine. This is an ideal product for increasing and restoring the shine of the 
marble floors. Prevents frequent crystallization of the floor which can cause 
change in natural look of the marble. It has a very balanced formula which 
allows faster and economic polishing on the marble floors.

Carefully clean the surface and remove any kind of the dirt. Apply 20 to 40 
grams of product per square meter (about 1-2 tablespoons) and dampen 
the area by spraying the water till it obtain a texture of creamy consistency.

Buff the milky/creamy texture with continuous and constant motion by using 
the traditional polish machine or single buff machine. Work 2-3 square meters 
time by time for a more homogeneous polishing.

FrictionFriction will cause the water evaporation, spray water to maintain product 
creamy.

With the drying, the surface becomes shining. 

Verify the glossy effect and repeat if necessary

500 Gms. Lemon Yellow Marble
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DUSH ERA WHITE

DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONS TO USE

DUSH ERA WHITE is a cement based adhesive is used for fixing of vitrified,        
ceramic tiles on wall and any other vertical surface, it has features like, high 
strength bonding, waterproof effect, fast settling, non yellowing, it is suitable 
for both internal and external applications.

All surfaces must be clean, dry, free from dust, grease, wax, oil, laitance, 
curing compounds and all other contaminants likely to prevent the adhesive 
bonding. Concrete should be allowed to cure for at least 30 days and 
cement render 8 days prior to tiling.

10 kg of Dush Era White powder requires approximately 2.5 liters of water 
which produces 7 liters of mixed product. 

AddAdd a measured amount of clean water into a clean container and sprinkle 
Era powder slowly into the liquid which constant stirring. 

Eliminate lumps.

Mix to thick toothpaste consistency. Allow standing for 2 minutes then              
remixing. 

TheThe adhesive is now ready to use. Apply the mixed adhesive to the prepared 
substrate using the appropriate notched trowel for the size of the tile, Marble 
& Natural Stone being laid. 

A minimum of 1mm bed thickness for walls and 3mm for floors must be 
achieved. 

Ensure that the bedded tiles are fully supported by the adhesive with no voids 
underneath or behind. Lay tiles onto the adhesive before it skins. 

TheThe adhesive may also need to be applied to the back of the tiles to accom-
modate the required levels. Do not disturb tiles till the adhesive has dried.

SIZES            COLORS AREA OF USE

20 Kg White
Regal grey
Snow White
Dove Grey

Marble, Granite,
Tiles & Natural stones
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Lucidatore di marmo
kit di 
marmolucidatura

Pareti e    
pavirmentisicuri 

Born in Italy 



MIRACLE MARBLE
Enhancer.
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